NAN Ranch
Faywood, New Mexico

Phone: Headquarters 575-288-5368
Headquarters Caretakers Tex and Lois Dasher 575-545-2878

Address: Route 15, Box 1295, Faywood, NM 88034 / 1362 Hwy 61, Faywood, NM 88034

Driving Directions from I-10:
- Travel I-10 to Deming
- Turn Right (Northwest) on US 180 toward Silver City
- Turn Right (Northeast) on NM 61 (number is not shown on this map)
- Turnoff is marked “City of Rocks;” it is about 22 miles from Deming.
- Follow NM 61 through Faywood.

- At Mile Marker 13, slow down and look for ranch entrance at right.

Ranch entrance is marked by a stone wishingwell and a large water tank.

Over the gate is a sign: “El Rancho NAN.”
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